The Wreath of Silver Birds
for piccolo solo (or solo flute)

Joelle Wallach
The Wreath of Silver Birds is dedicated to the Virginia Center for the Creative Arts to decorate and celebrate its new gazebo. To those ends, these avian arias were composed with outdoor piccolo performance in mind, but indoor performance and flute performance at concert pitch are also possible.
The Wreath of Silver Birds

in honor of Otto Luening’s 90th birthday
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Andantino lirico
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Andantino lirico

\( \text{Joelle Wallach} \)

\( \text{cantab.} \)

\( \text{more heroic} \)

\( \text{poch. allargando} \)

\( \text{a tempo} \)

\( \text{poco rit.} \)
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